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Abstract  

We propose an intuitive motion editing technique allowing the end-user to transform an original motion by 
applying position constraints on freely selected locations of the character body. The major innovation comes 
from the possibility to assign a priority level to each constraint. The resulting scale of user-defined priority levels 
allows to handle multiple asynchronously overlapping constraints. As a consequence the end user can enforce a 
larger range of natural behaviors where conflicting constraints compete to control a common set of joints. By 
default the joint angles of the original motion are preserved as the lowest priority constraint. However, in case a 
Cartesian constraint from the original motion is essential, it is straightforward to define a high priority constraint 
that will retain it before enforcing other lower priority constraints. Additional features are proposed to provide a 
more productive motion editing process like defining the constraints relative to a mobile frame and precisely 
specifying which joints are recruited by each constrain. The current limitation remains its computing cost which 
will be improved in future work. 
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1. Introduction 

Motion capture is today the preferred approach to produce convincing human motions, especially those active 
motions involving interactions with the environment [14]. However, high production costs, low flexibility, and 
artifacts introduced by the capture process approximations have stimulated the proposal of numerous motion 
editing techniques. Some of them allow adjustments expressed in the posture space [22] or in the Cartesian space 
[6], or the retargetting to different characters [5, 10, 3, 15]. An extended discussion about the relative interest of 
preserving joint angles vs retaining Cartesian space constraints can be found in [19]. The continuity of the 
resulting movement being a key evaluation criteria, most of them work off-line as multiple pass editing tools. A 
minority of approaches target real-time retargetting for broadcast [19] or on-line applications [3]. In this latter 
context the continuity requirement is more difficult to enforce as only the past of the movement is known as 
opposed to the off-line context where all the movement information can be exploited. On the other hand on-line 
methods offer a great potential for the adaptive animation of autonomous characters moving in complex evolving 
contexts (e.g. in on-line games).  

The motion editing approach presented here belongs to the per-frame family of methods as we want to exploit it 
for on-line adaptation of movement in the future. Presently the additional computing cost required for enforcing 
the prioritized constraint prevents its real-time use. It is exploited in a one-pass off-line context where the user 
predefines the timing and the relative priority of an arbitrary number of constraints.  
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The next sections develop how we improve the standard IK architecture to enforce multiple asynchronously 
overlapping Cartesian constraints at different priority levels while preserving the joint angles. Examples are 
given for a 3D humanoid (60 degrees of freedom) like the one performing a dance movement in Figure 1.   

   

Figure 1: Example of motion editing with multiple prioritized constraints  
(Top row: original motion, Bottom row: edited motion for arm and torso posture)  

2. Motion Editing Strategy 

The motion of a 3D character is usually represented as a set of joint trajectories together with the root trajectory 
in a world reference frame. This representation is very often used to measure the proximity of two motions[11]. 
However, a sufficient set of point trajectories is an equivalent representation as highlighted by recent discussions 
on motion metrics [8][9]. We want to stress that both representation capture valuable information for the end-
user. The joint space representation captures the expressiveness of the motion; the joint states can be very easily 
mapped to characters complying with the same standard (like H-ANIM[7]). On the other hand the point 
trajectories capture the interactions with the external world [2]; for example the trajectory of points on the feet 
may indicate a path to follow, trajectory of points on the hand may indicate an object to grasp, other point 
trajectories can be important to express obstacle location, etc… 

In the present approach, we exploit both motion representations to allow the end user to indicate what is 
important to preserve. The general strategy of motion editing consists in: 

• Retaining the natural dynamics of the original movement by preserving:  

The joint angle trajectories 

The Cartesian trajectories of optional user-chosen points on the character. 

• Adding user-defined Cartesian constraints wherever and whenever needed.  

The association of a priority level to a constraint is the key element for ensuring a high flexibility to the motion 
editing process. This concept of priority should not be confused with the concept of importance dynamically 
evaluated in [19] in an on-line context. A high priority level strictly ensures the achievement of a constraint with 
respect to lower priority ones. On the contrary, an importance level is equivalent to a weight, thus leading to a 
compromise solution similar to the approach from Badler [24].  

By default, the joint angle preservation is always requested and is assigned the lowest priority. This is a common 
aspect with the approach from [15]; the novelty of the present architecture comes from the exploitation of an 
arbitrary number of higher priority level constraints together with a smoothed goal management compatible with 
a one-pass processing.  
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3. Specifying the motion deformation 

In our system the motion deformation is obtained through a set of constraints  {ck} for k=1,N. Each constraint ck 

consists at least in the definition of :  

• An effector given by the position pk of a point from the articulated structure expressed in the local frame of 
its parent joint (e.g. c1 and c2 in figure 2). 

• A set of recruited joints { kj} 

• A priority level; for the sake of simplicity we suppose that each constraint is assigned a distinct priority 
level. This allows us to use the index k as the priority level, with k=1 being the highest level (think of it as a 
rank). 

3.1. Favoring Synergies  

A common approach in motion editing consists in partitioning the articulated structure into independent sub-
structures that offer closed form solutions for user-defined constraints [25]. The drawback of this approach is the 
lack of global synergy in solving a set of conflicting constraints: some solutions might exist but the partitioning 
prevents their emergence. On the contrary, the present approach allows a constraint to recruit all or part of the 
joints from its parent joint up to the root joint. This stage of the constraint definition is called the joint recruiting; 
by default all the joints potentially influencing a constrained effector are recruited. Any subset of the default set 
is also allowed. The 6 dofs root joint is considered like any other joint at this stage. As a consequence, multiple 
constraints may compete for the control of some common joints. Very often the redundancy of the joint space 
allows to find solutions for all constraints. In case some constraints are conflicting, their distinct priority level 
sorts them in terms of constraint achievability. As a consequence the editing method can ensure the total 
achievement of the higher priority ones and the partial achievement of the lower priority ones.  

The problem of overlapping joint chains was first described in [26]. However, instead of using an algorithmic  
scheme to solve this problem, we prefer to enforce a simple recruiting rule in order to obtain an effective 
enforcement of the scale of priority levels.  

This rule is applied over the set of potential common joints {Cθ } as illustrated on Figure 2 for two constraints c1 

and c2. Let {θkj}C  indicate the intersection of the recruited joint set {θkj} from constraint ck with the set of 
potential common joints {Cθ }. The rule states that the recruiting of low priority constraints must be included into 
the recruiting of high priority constraint, over the common joint set :  

Failing to do so violates the hierarchy of priority levels because a low priority constraint can animate a part of 
the articulated structure for which a dependent high-level constraint has no control.  

  

Figure 2: Intersection of the recruited joint sets of constraints c1 and c2 over the potential common joints {Cθ } ; 
in the present case the priority of c1 (k =1) is higher than the priority of c2 (k =2).  
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3.2. Effector trajectory management 

Let us denote the original motion of the character as {θaf} with 1 ≤ a ≤ Na (number of articulations), and 1≤ f ≤ Nf 

(number of frames). The point effector pk associated to the constraint ck has a corresponding original trajectory 
in the world frame, noted {Pkf}, 1≤ f ≤ Nf . Figure 3 highlights the original trajectory of the chain tip effector.  

Figure 3: Sampled motion of an articulated chain highlighting the original trajectory of  the chain tip effector 
(time flows from left to right)  

For each constraint ck, the user can define a set of goals {g  ki}, 1≤ i ≤ Ng  (number of goals). In case the goal set is 
empty, the constraint’s effector is attracted towards its original trajectory {Pkf}. The interest of this default 
behavior is to allow the user preserving any Cartesian constraint of interest from the original motion when other 
constraints deform the motion. 

Each goal g  ki has an activity timing in order to merge it smoothly with the effector original trajectory. The 
activity is a normalized variable varying between 0 (inactive) and 1 (full activity). The activity timing consists in 
four consecutive key times {t0 , t1, t2, t3} set within the motion duration [tI , tF]. Figure 4 shows the 
corresponding activity evolution a  ki between [0., 1.].   

 

Figure 4: Default activity profile with cubic steps for ease-in and ease-out. The key times can be arbitrarily set 
over the original motion duration [tI , tF].  

The deformation specified by a goal can have one of the two following forms: 

• A position goal Gi attracts the effector while the goal is active. Figure 5a illustrates such a case where the 
gray dot is the position goal and the bottom line is the original trajectory of the effector. The activity timing 
is the one from Figure 4 resulting in the construction of in-between goals shown as white dotted points (cf 
section 3.3 for their construction). 

• An offset vector Oi serves to define a goal trajectory by offsetting the original trajectory over the activity 
timing. Figure 5b illustrates this context with the timing from Figure 4. As this approach produces an overall 
smoother trajectory, it is the default mode proposed to the user. (cf section 3.3 for its construction).  

Another interesting option for the position goal type is the possibility to attach it to any frame of the articulated 
structure (instead of having a fixed goal in the world coordinate system). This helps to constrain relative 
positions of body parts, e.g. the hand and the face of a humanoid, even if the motion is extensively transformed 
by other constraints. 
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a) Attracting the effector towards a fixed point Gi         

b) Attracting the effector towards a goal trajectory obtained by offsetting the original trajectory with Oi   

Figure 5: Comparison of the resulting trajectories obtained with the two types of goals  
(The double-edge arrows indicate the interval of full activity from Figure 4; time flows from left to right).  

3.3. Composite goal construction 

For each frame f, a constraint ck needs to know the position of its composite goal PkC. The composite goal is 
constructed from the knowledge of two sources:  

• Its goal set {g  ki}  

• Its effector position from the original trajectory {Pk f}  

Each source builds a desired position for the effector and a weighted average defines the composite goal as 
follow:  

In the first term we find the center of mass of the positions Pki proposed by the goals according to their mode and 
weighted by their current activity ai. The first term is also weighted by the maximum of the goal activities 
max(ai) to smoothly mix it with the second term attracting the goal towards the original trajectory. This approach 
guarantees the smoothness of the composite goal trajectory, especially in the transition phases at the beginning 
and the end of the goal activation.  

3.4. Allowing multiple asynchronous constraints 

An additional level of composition appears when two or more constraints overlap partially in time. This is 
necessary when different parts of the articulated structure have to be constrained. The concept of priority is 
exploited within the IK solver (section 4) to obtain a strict hierarchy of constraints achievement [1]. The 
prioritized constraints and the smooth composite goal trajectory ensure that asynchronous overlapping 
constraints can be treated in a one-pass process without introducing discontinuities at their activation-
deactivation transitions. 
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4. Enforcing the motion deformation with IK 

We first describe the general structure of the motion deformation algorithm prior to briefly describe how a 
Jacobian-based IK can enforce multiple levels of priority among the constraints. 

4.1. General architecture for motion editing 

The pseudo-code of the prioritized constraint-driven motion deformation with IK is listed in the figure 6 below.   

Initialization 

For each frame f, from 1 to Nf 

    Compute absolute constraints goals 

    Do 

        Compute relative constraints goals 

        Compute joint angle preservation vector 

        Run one IK step [1] 

    While (halting criteria not met)  

    Store resulting posture 

End for  

Figure 6: Pseudo-code of the motion editing algorithm  

The initialization phase builds the data structures of the constraints including the memory space allocation for 
their Jacobians and for the priority-enforcing projection matrices. It pre-computes and stores also the effectors’ 
original trajectory. Then the main motion deformation loop iterates through the sampled frames of the original 
motion. Composite goals (see 3.3) and the joint angle preservation are evaluated and fed to the IK engine which 
runs one convergence step. The convergences is stopped if one of the following condition is met: 

• Number of iterations runs over an upper limit  

• The variation of the norm of the constraints errors and the variation of the norm of the joint angle 
preservation error are under respective thresholds. Testing the variation rather than the absolute value of the 
errors is necessary as lower priority constraints, and especially the joint angle preservation, have a smaller or 
even no solution space to be realized. 

4.2. Ensuring the strict priority levels 

Like the classic numeric IK approach, we rely on the Jacobian matrix gathering the partial derivatives of the 
constraints variables with respect to the joint parameters. Building a position Jacobian like the ones we exploit is 
straightforward [21]. Solving for multiple constraints depending on a common set of joints requires considering 
them in the same linearized system. If we gather all the constraints Jacobians by piling them into a unique one, 
we end up with a compromise solution [16, 23]. We compute instead a specific Jacobian for each priority level. 
In order to enforce distinct priority levels, we first project each Jacobian onto the null-space of the augmented 
Jacobian of all the higher priority levels. Doing so allows us to ensure that a solution will not perturb the 
solutions of higher priority levels. The reader could refer to [1] to find a more detailed explanation on the 
architecture of prioritized Inverse Kinematics. 

Once the hierarchy of prioritized kinematic constraints has been taken into account there might remain a non 
empty solution space for the optimization of cost functions directly expressed in the joint space. This is generally 
the case as the joint space dimension is usually far greater than the dimension of all the kinematic constraints. 
This is where we deal with the preservation of the joint angle trajectories defined by the original motion. By 
default our joint angle preservation term is proportional to the difference between the current joint value and the 
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original motion value. It can be easily shown that such a term is the gradient of a cost function expressing the 
distance to the posture of the original motion.  

Another approach exploited in on-line motion retargetting in [3] aims at minimizing the difference to the original 
joint velocity. Such cost functions and many others expressed in the joint space can be weighted and combined 
to achieve specific effects in the original motion tracking (see [4] for a list of such cost functions in Robotics).  

5. Results 

We have tested our prioritized motion editing method in several configurations, three of which are detailed in 
this section. However, we do not provide any computational time, as we strongly believe that the efficiency of 
our IK solver, which is the bottleneck of our algorithm, could be greatly enhanced by finely tuning specific 
convergence parameters. Moreover, precisely defining the halting criteria should greatly reduce the number of 
iterations performed at each frames by the IK solver. Thus, we consider that the computational time presently 
obtained does not represent the potential efficiency of our method and should be greatly reduced in the near 
future.  

In the first example (Figure 1), a high priority constraint is assigned to the right elbow while a middle priority 
constraint adjusts the posture of the forearm while the joint angle preservation acts at the lowest priority level. 
The joint recruiting includes all the joints from the wrist to the spine joints. The wrist and elbow are conflicting 
to control the arm but as the elbow has a higher priority the wrist constraint still serves to orientate the forearm in 
the desired direction. Finally, as the joint angle preservation is continuously active, the transition with the 
original movement is very smooth.  

   

Figure 7: An original motion (top) edited to raise the arms with prioritized constraints on the wrists and the 
elbows (bottom).   

   

Figure 8: Original motion (top) edited to bring the hand to a location expressed in the head coordinate system 
(bottom).   
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In the second example (Figure 7), the same scale of constraints and relative priorities is used to change the 
posture of both arms so that they adopt a classic posture while the character is moving. Adjusting the constraint 
is easy as the goals are expressed in the local coordinate system of the thorax. Although the posture difference is 
significant, the resulting motion remain continuous during the transition phases. 

In the third example (Figure 8), the goal of the constraint is expressed in the local frame of the head, thus 
allowing the hand to easily express the desired “gazing with sunshine protection” posture while the head turns. 

6. Discussion and conclusion 

Despites its higher computing cost compared to solutions based on analytic IK solution our prioritized IK 
scheme offer the following strong points from the end-user point of view:  

• Specification of priority level for conflicting constraints 

• Possibility to handle asynchronous overlapping constraints 

• Customization of the joint recruiting 

• Goals relative to the original movement or to the current posture (in addition to traditional absolute goals in 
position and orientation) 

Together with the smooth composite goal construction, the prioritized IK guarantees that successive overlapping 
constraints can be treated in a one-pass process without introducing discontinuities at the goal level. In addition, 
the joint angles preservation greatly helps retaining the continuity of the original movement. Future work will 
first refine the management of the IK convergence loop by exploring the use of continuity-enforcing cost 
functions in the posture space. Indeed, instead of adding a post processing stage to filter the results but altering 
the solution, we believe that we can easily exploit the priority levels of our IK solver to define hard-constraints 
limiting the norm of the changes between neighboring frames and thus enforcing the continuity of the final 
motion. Doing so integrates the treatment of the continuity problem directly at the IK solver. This should have a 
positive impact on the computing cost, which is too large presently. Other parameters of the IK solver as the 
convergence step and the damping factor will be tuned too. 

On the user side, we target the integration of constraints on the center of mass as it is generally an important 
characteristic of full body movements [12, 17, 20]. As such it will be possible to assign a high priority to its 
preservation or editing.  
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